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Abstract

In recent years� the �eld of active�contour based image segmentation have seen
the emergence of two competing approaches� The �rst and oldest approach rep�
resents active contours in an explicit �or parametric� manner corresponding to
the Lagrangian formulation� The second approach represent active contours in an
implicit manner corresponding to the Eulerian framework� After comparing these
two approaches� we describe several new topological and physical constraints ap�
plied on parametric active contours in order to combine the advantages of these
two contour representations� We introduce three key algorithms for independently
controlling active contour parameterization� shape and topology� We compare our
result to the level�set method and show similar results with a signi�cant speed�up�

� Introduction

Image segmentation based on active contours has achieved considerable success
in the past few years �MT���� Deformable models are often used for bridging
the gap between low�level computer vision �feature extraction	 and high�level
geometric representation� In their seminal paper �KWT

�� Kass et al choose to
use a parametric contour representation with a semi�implicit integration scheme
for discretizing the law of motion� Several authors have proposed di�erent rep�
resentations �MSMM�� including the use of �nite element models �CCA����
subdivision curves �HBS��� and analytical models �MT���� Implicit active con�
tour representation were introduced in �MSV��� following �Set���� This approach
has been developed by several other researchers including �geodesic snakes� in�
troduced in �CKS����

The opposition between parametric and implicit contour representation cor�
responds to the opposition between Lagrangian and Eulerian frameworks� Qual�
ifying the e�ciency and the implementation issues of these two frameworks is
di�cult because of the large number of di�erent algorithms existing in the lit�
erature� On one hand� implicit representations are in general regarded as being
less e�cient than parametric contours� This is because the update of an implicit
contour requires the update of at least a narrow band around each contour� On
the other hand� parametric contours cannot in general achieve any automatic



topological changes� also several algorithms have been proposed to overcome
this limitation �LC���MT���LM����

This paper includes three distinct contributions corresponding to three dif�
ferent modeling levels of parametric active contours�

�� Discretization� We propose two algorithms for controlling the relative ver�
tex spacing and the total number of vertices� On one hand� the vertex spacing
is controlled through the tangential component of the internal force applied
at each vertex� On the other hand� the total number of contour vertices is
periodically updated in order to constrain the distance between vertices�

�� Shape� We introduce an intrinsic internal force expressions that do not
depend on contour parameterization� This force regularizes the contour cur�
vature pro�le without producing any contour shrinkage�

� Topology� A new algorithm automatically creates or merges di�erent con�
nected components of a contour based on the detection of edge intersections�
Our algorithm can handle opened and closed contours�

We propose a framework where algorithms for controlling the discretization�
shape and topology of active contours are completely independent of each other�
Having algorithmic independence is important for two reasons� First� each mod�
eling component may be optimized separately leading to computationally more
e�cient algorithms� Second� a large variety of active contour behaviors may be
obtained by combining di�erent algorithms for each modeling component�

� Discretization of active contours

In the remainder� we consider the deformation over time of a two�dimensional
parametric contour C�u� t� � IR� where u designates the contour parameter and
t designates the time� The parameter u belongs to the range ��� �� with C��� t� �
C��� t� if the contour is closed� We formulate the contour deformation with a
Newtonian law of motion�

��C

�t�
� ��

�C

�t
� fint � fext ��	

where fint and fext correspond respectively to internal and external forces� A
contour may include several connected components� each component being a
closed or opened contour�

Temporal and spatial discretizations of C�u� t� are based on �nite di�erences�
Thus� the set of N t vertices fptig� i � � � � �N t � � represents the contour C�u� t�
at time t� The discretization of equation � using centered and right di�erences
for the acceleration and speed term leads to�

pt��i � pti � ��� 	���pti � pt��i � � �i�fint�i � �i�fext�i� ��	

In order to simplify the notation� we will write pi instead of pti the vertex
position at time t� At each vertex pi� we de�ne a local tangent vector ti� normal



vector ni� metric parameter �i and curvature ki� We propose to de�ne the tangent
vector at pi� as the direction of the line joining its two neighbors� ti � �pi�� �
pi���	�	ri� where ri � kpi�� � pi��k		 is the half distance between the two
neighbors of pi� The normal vector ni is de�ned as the vector directly orthogonal
to ti� ni � t�i with �x� y�� � ��y� x�� The curvature ki is naturally de�ned as the
curvature of the circle circumscribed at triangle �pi���pi�pi���� If we write as 
i�
the oriented angle between segments �pi���pi� and �pi�pi���� then the curvature
is given by ki � sin�
i�	ri� Finally� the metric parameter �i measures the relative
spacing of pi with respect to its two neighboring vertices pi�� and pi��� If Fi

is the projection of pi on the line �pi���pi���� then the metric parameter is�
�i � kFi � pi��k	�	ri� � � � kFi�� � pi��k	�	ri�� In another words� �i and
� � �i are the barycentric coordinates of Fi with respect to pi�� and pi���
Fi � �ipi�� � ��� �i�pi���
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Fig� �� Left
 The geometry of a discrete contour� de�nition of ti� ni� ki� �i� and Fi�
Right
 The internal force associated with the curvature�conservative ow is proportional
to p�

i � pi�

Other de�nitions for the tangent and normal vectors could have been cho�
sen� However� our tangent and normal vectors de�nitions has the advantage of
providing a simple local shape description�

pi � �ipi�� � ��� �i�pi�� � L�ri� 
i� �i�ni� �	

where L�ri� 
i� �i� �
ri

tan�i
�� � �

p
� � 
���� �� tan� 
� with � � � if j
j � 		

and � � �� if j
j � 		� Equation  simply decomposes vertex position pi into
a tangential and normal component� The importance of this equation will be
revealed in sections �

� Parameterization control

For a continuous active contour C�u� t�� the contour parameterization is char�
acterized by the metric function� g�u� t� � k�C

�u
k� If g�u� t� � � then the para�

meter of C�u� t� coincides with the contour arc length� For a discrete contour�
the parameterization corresponds to the relative spacing between vertices and is
characterized by gi � kpi � pi��k�

For a continuous representation� parameterization is clearly independent of
the contour shape� For a discrete contour represented by �nite di�erences� shape



and parameterization are not completely independent� The e�ect of parameter�
ization changes is especially important at parts of high curvature� Therefore�
parameterization is an important issue for handling discrete parametric con�
tours� In this section we propose a simple algorithm to enforce two types of
parameterization�

�� uniform parameterization� the spacing between consecutive vertices is
uniform�

�� curvature�based parameterization� vertices are concentrated at parts of
high curvature� This parameterization tends to optimize the shape descrip�
tion for a given number of vertices�

To modify a contour parameterization� only the tangential component of the
internal force should be considered� Indeed� Kimia et al �KTZ��� have proved
that only the normal component of the internal force applied on a continuous
contour C�u� t� has an in�uence on the resulting contour shape� Therefore� if
t� n are the tangent and normal vector at a point C�u� t�� then the contour
evolution may be written as� �C

�t
� fint � a�u� t�t� b�u� t�n� Kimia et al �KTZ���

show that only the normal component of the internal force b�u� t� modi�es the
contour shape whereas the metric function g�u� t� � k�C

�u
k evolution is dependent

on a�u� t� and b�u� t��
�g

�t
�

�a�u� t�

�u
� b�u� t�kg� ��	

The tangential component of the internal force a�u� t�t constrains the nature
of the parameterization� We propose to apply this principle on discrete para�
metric contours as well by decomposing the internal force fint into its normal
and tangential components� �fint�i � �ftg�i � �fnr�i with �ftg�i � ni � �� and
�fnr�i � ti � �� More precisely� since the tangent direction ti at a vertex is the
line direction joining its two neighbors� we use a simple expression for the tan�
gential component� �ftg�i � ���i ��i��pi���pi��� � 	ri��

�
i ��i�ti where �

�
i is the

reference metric parameter whose value depends on the type of parameterization
to enforce�

��� Uniform vertex spacing

To obtain evenly spaced vertices� we simply choose� ��i � �
�
� This tangential

force moves each vertex in the tangent direction towards the middle of its two
neighbors� When the contour reaches its equilibrium� i�e� when �ftg�i � �� pi

is then equidistant from pi�� and pi��� It equals to �ftg�i �
�
��C
�u�

� t
�
t �

�g

�u
t� Because the second derivative vector ��C

�u�
is the �rst variation of the weak

string internal energy �
R
u
k�C
�u
k�du	� this force is somewhat related to the classical

�snakes� approach proposed in �KWT

��

��� Curvature based vertex spacing

To obtain an optimal description of shape� it is required that vertices concentrate
at parts of high curvature and that �at parts are only described with few vertices�



To obtain such parameterization� we present a method where edge length is
inversely proportional to curvature� If ei is the edge joining pi and pi��� then
we compute its edge curvature Ki��

i as the mean absolute curvature of its two
vertices� Ki��

i � �jkij� jki��j�		� Then at each vertex pi� we can compute the
local relative variation of absolute curvature �Ki � ���� �� as� �Ki � �Ki��

i �
Ki

i���	�K
i��
i �Ki

i���� To enforce a curvature�based vertex spacing� we compute
the reference metric parameter ��i as� ��i � �

�
� ��
 ��Ki�

When vertex pi is surrounded by two edges having the same curvature then
�Ki � � and therefore ��i is set to �

�
which implies that pi becomes equidistant

from its two neighboring vertices� On the contrary� when the absolute curvature
of pi�� is greater than the absolute curvature of pi�� then �Ki becomes close
to � and therefore ��i is close to ��� which implies that pi moves towards pi���

��� Results of vertex spacing constraints

To illustrate the ability to decouple parameterization and shape properties� we
propose to apply an internal force that modi�es the vertex spacing on a contour
without changing its shape� We de�ne a curvature conservative regularizing force
that moves pi in the normal direction in order to keep the same local curvature�

fnr � �L�ri� 
i� �
�
i �� L�ri� 
i� �i��ni� ��	

This equation has a simple geometric interpretation if we note that the total
internal force fint � ftg � fnr is simply equal to p�i � pi where p

�
i is the point

having the same curvature as pi but with a metric parameter ��i � From right of
�gure �� we can see that ftg corresponds to the displacement between F�

i and
Fi whereas fnr corresponds to the di�erence of elevation between p�i and pi�

Given an open or closed contour we iteratively apply di�erential equation �
with the internal force expression described above� Figure � shows an example of
vertex spacing constraint enforced on a closed contour consisting of ��� vertices�
The initial vertex spacing is uneven� When applying the uniform vertex spacing
tangential force ���i � ���	� after ���� iterations� all contour edge lengths become
equal within less � percent without greatly changing the contour shape� as shown
in �gure � �upper row	� The diagram displays the distribution of edge curvature
as a function of edge length� Similarly� with the same number of iterations� the
contour evolution using the curvature�based vertex spacing force tends to con�
centrate vertices at parts of high curvature� The corresponding diagram clearly
shows that edge length is inversely proportional to edge curvature�

��� Contour resolution control

In addition to constraining the relative spacing between vertices� it is important
to control the total number of vertices� Indeed� the computational complexity of
discrete parametric contours is typically linear in the number of vertices� In order
to add or remove vertices� we do not use any global contour reparameterization
as performed in the level�set method �Set��� because of its high computational
cost� Instead� we propose to locally add or remove a vertex if the edge length does



Fig� �� �up� contour after applying the uniform vertex spacing tangential force� �bot�
tom� contour after applying the curvature�based vertex spacing constraint�

not belong to a given distance range� similarly to �IP���LV���� Our resolution
constraint algorithm proceeds as follows� Given two thresholds smin and smax

corresponding to the minimum and maximum edge length� we scan all existing
contour edges� If the current edge length is greater than smax and 	�smin then a
vertex is added� Otherwise if current edge length is less than smin and if the sum
of the current and previous edge length is less than smax� then the current vertex
is removed� In general� this procedure is called every frresolution � � deformation
iterations�

� Shape regularization

The two internal forces de�ned in previous section have little in�uence on the
contour shape evolution because they are only related to the contour parame�
terization� In this section� we deal with the internal force normal component
which determines the contour shape regularization� The most widely used inter�
nal forces on active contours are the mean curvature motion �MSV���� Laplacian
smoothing� thin rod smoothing or spring forces�

Laplacian Smoothing and Mean Curvature Motion have the drawback of sig�
ni�cantly shrinking the contour� This shrinking e�ect introduces a bias in the
contour deformation since image structures located inside the contour are more
likely to be segmented than structures located outside the contour� Furthermore�
the amount of shrinking often prevents active contours from entering inside �ne
structures�

To decrease the shrinking e�ect� Taubin �Tau��� proposes to apply a linear
�lter to curves and surfaces in order to reduce the shrinking e�ect of Gaussian



smoothing� However� these two methods only remove the shrinking e�ect for a
given curvature scale� For instance� when smoothing a circle� this circle would
stay invariant only for one given circle radius which is related to a set of �lter�
ing parameters� Therefore� in these methods� the choice of these parameters are
important but di�cult to estimate prior to the segmentation process� A regular�
izing force with higher degrees of smoothness such as the Thin Rod Smoothing
causes signi�cantly less shrinking since it is based on fourth derivatives along the

contour� However� the normal component of this force ���
�
C

�u�
� n�n is dependent

on the nature of the parameterization which is a serious limitation�

��� Curvature di	usion regularization

We propose to use the second derivative of curvature with respect to arc length
as the governing regularizing force�

fint �
d�k

ds�
n ��	

This force tends to di�use the curvature along the contour� thus converging
towards circles� independently of their radii� for closed contours� For the dis�
cretization of equation �� we do not use straightforward �nite di�erences� since
it would lead to complex and potentially unstable schemes� Instead� we propose
a geometry�based implementation that is similar to equation ��

fnr � �L�ri� 

�
i � �

�
i �� L�ri� 
i� �i��ni ��	

where 
�i is the angle at a point p
�
i for which

d�k
ds�

� �� The geometric interpreta�
tion of equation � is also straightforward� since the internal force fint � ftg�fnr
corresponds to the displacement p�i � pi� The angle 


�
i is simply computed by


�i � arcsin�k�i � ri� where k�i is the curvature at p�i � Therefore� k
�
i is simply

computed as the local average curvature weighted by arc length�

k�i �
kpipi��kki�� � kpipi��kki��

kpipi��k� kpipi��k

Furthermore� we can compute the local average curvature over a greater neigh�
borhood which results in increased smoothness and faster convergence� If �i � �
is the scale parameter� and li�i�j is the distance between pi and pi�j then we
compute ki as �

k�i �

P�i

j�� li�i�jki�j � li�i�jki�jP�i

j�� li�i�j � li�i�j

with li�i�j �

jX
k��

kpi�k��pi�kk�

This scheme generalizes the intrinsic polynomial stabilizers proposed in �Del���
that required a uniform contour parameterization� Because of this regularizing
force is geometrically intrinsic� we can combine it with a curvature�based vertex
spacing tangential force� thus leading to optimized computations� Finally� the
stability analysis of the explicit integration scheme is linked to the choice of �i�
We have found experimentally� without having a formal proof yet� that we obtain
a stable iterative scheme if we choose �i � ����



� Topology constraints

Automatic topology changes of parametric contour has been previously proposed
in �LC���MT���LM���� In McInerney et al approach� all topological changes
occur by computing the contour intersections with a simplicial decomposition
of space� The contour is reparameterized at each iteration� the intersections
with the simplicial domain being used as the new vertices� Recently Lachaud
et al �LM��� introduced topologically adaptive deformable surfaces where self�
intersections are detected based on distance between vertices� Our algorithm is
also based on a regular lattice for detecting all contour intersections� However�
the regular grid is not used for changing the contour parameterization and fur�
thermore topology changes result from the application of topological operators�
Therefore unlike previous approaches� we propose to completely decouple the
physical behavior of active contours �contour resolution and geometric regular�
ity	 with their topological behavior in order to provide a very �exible scheme�
Finally� our framework applies to closed or opened contours�

A contour topology is de�ned by the number of its connected components
and whether each of its components is closed or opened� Our approach consists
in using two basic topological operators� The �rst operator illustrated in �gure 
consists in merging two contour edges� Depending whether the edges belong
to the same connected component or not� this operator creates or remove a
connected component� The second topological operator consists in closing or
opening a connected component�

Fig� �� Topological operator applying on �left� two edges on the same connected com�
ponent or �right� two di�erent connected components�

Our approach for modifying a contour topology can be decomposed into three
stages� The �rst stage creates a data structure where the collision detection
between contour connected components is computationally e�cient� The second
determines the geometric intersection between edges and the last stage actually
performs all topological modi�cations�


�� Data structure for the detection of contour intersections

Finding pairs of intersecting edges has an a priori complexity of O�n�� where n
is the number of vertices �or edges	� Our algorithm is based on a regular grid of
size d and has a complexity linear with the ratio L	d where L is the length of the
contour� Therefore� unlike the approach proposed in �MT���� our approach is not
region�based �inside or outside regions	 but only uses the polygonal description
of the contour�



The two dimensional Euclidean space with a reference frame �o�x�y� is de�
composed into a regular square grid which size d is user�de�ned� The in�uence
of the grid size d is discussed in section ���� In this regular lattice� we de�ne
a point of row and column indices r and c as the point of Cartesian coordi�
nates ogrid� rx� cy where ogrid is the grid origin point� This point is randomly
determined each time topology constraints are activated in order to make the al�
gorithm independent of the origin choice� Furthermore� we de�ne a square cell of
index �r� c� as the square determined by the four points of indices �r� c�� �r��� c��
�r � �� c� �� and �r� c� ���

In order to build the sampled contour� we scan all edges of each connected
components� For each edge� we test if it intersects any row or columns of the
regular lattice� Since the row and column directions correspond to the directions
x and y of the coordinate frame� these intersection tests are e�ciently computed�
Each time an intersection with the row or column direction is found� a grid
vertex is created and the intersecting contour edge is stored in the grid vertex �
Furthermore� a grid vertex is stored in a grid edge structure� A grid edge is either
a pair of grid vertices or a grid vertex associated with an end vertex �when the
connected component is an opened line	� Finally� the grid edge is appended to
the list of grid edges inside the corresponding grid cell�

End Vertex

Grid Edge

Grid Vertex

Grid Cell
Grid Edge

Associated Contour Edge

Contour Edge

Fig� �� �left� The original contour with the regular grid the contour decomposed on
the regular grid� �right� De�nition of grid vertex� grid edge� grid cell and contour edge
associated with a grid edge�


�� Finding intersecting grid edges

In order to optimize memory space� we store all non�empty grid cells inside a
hash table� hashed by its row and column indices� The number of grid cells is
proportional to the length L of the contour� In order to detect possible contour
intersections� each entry to the hash table is scanned� For each cell containing
n grid edges with n � �� we test the intersection between all pairs of grid edges
�see �gure �� left	� Since each grid edge is geometrically represented by a line
segment� this intersection test only requires the evaluation of two dot products�

Once a pair of grid edges has been found to intersect� a pair of contour edges
must be associated for the application of topological operators �see section ��	�
Because a contour edge is stored in each grid vertex� one contour edge can be
associated with each grid edge� Thus� we associate with each grid edge� the
middle of these two contour edges �in terms of topological distance	 as shown in
�gure �� right�



Our contour edges intersection algorithm has the following properties� �i	 if
one pair of grid edges intersects then there is at least one pair of contour edges
that intersects inside this grid cell� and �ii	 if a pair of contour edges intersects
and if the corresponding intersecting area is greater than d � d then there is a
corresponding pair of intersecting grid edges� In another words� our method does
not detect all intersections but is guaranteed to detect all intersection having
an area greater than d � d� In practice� since the grid origin ogrid is randomly
determined each time the topology constraint is enforced� we found that our
algorithm detected all intersections that are relevant for performing topology
changes�


�� Applying topological operators

All pairs of intersecting contour edges are stored inside another hash table for
an e�cient retrieval� Since in general two connected components intersect each
other at two edges� given a pair of intersecting contour edges� we search for the
closest pair of intersecting contour edges based on topological distance� If such
a pair is found� we perform the following tasks� If both edges belong to the same
connected component� then the they are merged if their topological distance
is greater than a threshold �usually equal to 
	� This is to avoid creating too
small connected components� In all other cases� the two edges are merged with
the topological operator presented in �gure � Finally� we update the list of
intersecting edge pairs by removing from the hash table all edge pairs involving
any of the two contour edges that have been merged�


�� Other applications of the collision detection algorithm

The algorithm presented in the previous sections merges intersecting edges re�
gardless of the nature of the intersection� If it corresponds to a self�intersection�
then a new connected component is created� otherwise two connected compo�
nents are merged� As in �MT��� our framework can prevent the merging of two
distinct connected components while allowing the removal of self�intersections�
To do so� when a pair of intersecting contour edges belonging to distinct con�
nected components is found� instead of merging this edges� we align all vertices
located between intersecting edges belonging to the same connected component
�see �gure �	� Thus� each component pushes back all neighboring components�
In �gure �� right� we show an example of image segmentation where this repul�
sive behavior between components is very useful in segmenting the two heart
atriums�

� Results

��� Topology algorithm cost

We evaluate the performance of our automatic topology adaptation algorithm
on the example of �gure �� The contour consisting of �� vertices� is deformed
from a circular shape towards a vertebra in a CT image� The computation time
for building the data structure described in section ��� is displayed in �gure ��



Fig� �� �from left to right� Two intersecting connected components� after merging the
two pairs of intersecting edges� after aligning vertices along the intersecting edges�
Example of � active contours reconstructing the right and left ventricles in a MR
image with a repulsive behavior between each components�

right� as a function of the grid size d� It varies from ��� ms to � ms when
the grid size increases from ���� to �� image pixels on a Digital PWS ��� Mhz�
The computation time for applying the topological operators can be neglected in
general� When the grid size is equal to the mean edge distance �around � pixels	�
the computation time needed to detect edge intersections becomes almost equal
to the computation time needed to deform the contour during one iteration ���

ms	�
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Fig� 	� Segmentation of a vertebra in a CT image� Topology algorithm computation
time�

When the grid size increases� the contour sampling on the regular grid be�
comes sparse and therefore some contour intersections may not be detected�
However� we have veri�ed that topological changes still occur if we choose a grid
size corresponding to �� image pixels with contour intersections checked every ��
iterations� In practice� we choose a conservative option with a grid size equal to
the average edge length and with a frequency for topology changes of � iterations
which implies an approximate additional computation time of �� percent�

��� Segmentation example

This example illustrates the segmentation of an aortic arch angiography� Figure �
shows the initial contour �up left	 and its evolution towards the aorta and the



main vessels� External forces are computed as a function of vertex distance to
a gradient point to avoid oscillations around image edges and are projected on
the vertex normal direction� The contour is regularized by a curvature di�usive
constraint� The contour resolution constraint is applied every �� iterations which
makes the resampling overhead very low� Topology constraints are computed
every � iterations on a � pixel grid size to fuse the self�intersecting contour
parts� Intersections with image borders are computed every �� iterations and
the contour is opened as it reaches the image border�

Fig� 
� Evolution of a closed curve towards the aortic arch and the branching vessels�

� Comparison with the level�set method

The main advantage of the level�set method is obviously its ability to automati�
cally change the contour topology during the deformation� This property makes
it well�suited for reconstructing contours of complex geometries for instance tree�
like structures� Also� by merging di�erent intersecting contours� it is possible to
initialize a deformable contour with a set of growing seeds� However� the ma�
jor drawbacks of level�sets methods are related to their di�cult user interaction
and their computational cost� although some speed�up algorithms based on con�
straining the contour evolution through the Fast�Marching method �Set��� or by
using an asynchronous update of the narrow�band �PD�
� have been proposed�
The formal comparison between both parametric and level�set approaches have
been recently established in the case of geodesic snakes �ABF���� In this section�
we propose a practical comparison between both approaches including imple�
mentation issues�

��� Level�set implementation

The level�set function � is discretized on a rectangular grid whose resolution
corresponds to the image pixel size� The evolution equation is discretized in space
using �nite di�erences in time using an explicit scheme� leading to � � t��t

ij �

� t
ij ��t�ijkrij�

t
ijk �MSV��� where �ij denotes the propagation speed term and

�t is the discrete time step�
The propagation speed term � is designed to attract C towards object bound�

aries extracted from the image using a gradient operator with an additional reg�
ularizing term� ��p� � ��p� ���p� � c�� ��p� denotes the contour curvature at
point p while c is a constant resulting in a balloon force �Coh��� on the con�
tour� Finally� ��p� � ��� �� is a multiplicative coe�cient dependent on the image



Fig� �� �Five left �gures� Discrete contour deformation� �Five right �gures� level�set
deformation�

gradient norm at point p� When C moves across pixels of high gradients� this
term slows down the level�set propagation� A threshold parameter determines
the minimal image boundary strength required to stop a level�set evolution� We
speed�up the level�set by using a narrow band method �MSV��� which requires
to periodically reinitialize the level�set contour�

In order to compare active contours to level�sets� we compute external forces
similar to level�set propagation at discrete contour vertices� First� we use mean
curvature motion as the governing internal force and we have implemented for
the external force� a balloon force weighted by the coe�cient � proposed above�
Finally� we were able to use the same gradient threshold in both approaches�

��� Torus example

We �rst propose to compare both approaches on the synthetic image shown in
�gure 
� This image has two distinct connected components�

A discrete contour is initialized around the two components� A medium grid
size �
 pixels resolution	 is used and topology constraints are computed every
�� iterations� Throughout the deformation process� vertices are added and re�
moved to have similar edge length along the contour� A corresponding level�set
is initialized at the same place that the discrete contour� A � pixel wide narrow
band appeared to optimize the convergence time� A �� time step is used� It is
the maximal value below which the evolving curve is stable�

Figure 
 shows the convergence of the discrete contour �left	 and the level�set
�right	� The discrete contour converges in ��
	 seconds opposed to �� seconds
for the level�set� that is a ���� acceleration factor in favor of the discrete contour�
The di�erence of computational time is due to the small vertex number used for
the discrete contour �varying between � and �
 vertices	 compared to the much
greater number of sites �from ���� up to ���	 updated in the level�set narrow
band�

��� Synthetic data

This experiments shows the ability of the discrete contour topology algorithm
to follow di�cult topology changes� We use a synthetic fractal image showing a
number of small connected components� Figure �� upper row� shows the discrete
contour convergence in the image while the bottom row shows the level set
convergence�

In both cases� the initial contour is a square located at the image border� It
evolves under a de�ation force that stops on strong image boundaries� For the



Fig� �� �upper row� Discrete contour convergence in a fractal image� �bottom row�
Level�set convergence in the same image�

discrete contour� a small grid size is used due to the small image structure size
�� pixels grid size and � iterations algorithm frequency	� A weak regularizing
constraint allows the contour to segment the square corners� The contour is
checked every �� iterations to add the necessary vertices� A �� time step is used
for the level�set� This high value leads to a rather unstable behavior as can be
seen in �gure �� As the level�set contours gradually �lls�in the whole image� we
have veri�ed that the convergence time is not minimized by using any narrow
bands� Again� the speed�up is �
� in favor of the discrete contour�

	 Conclusion

We have introduced three algorithms that greatly improve the generality of para�
metric active contours while preserving their computational e�ciency� Further�
more� these algorithms are controlled by simple parameters that are easy to
understand� For the internal force� a single parameter � between � and � is used
to set the amount of smoothing� For resolution and topology constraint algo�
rithms� distance parameters must be provided as well as the frequency at which
they apply� Given an image� all these parameters can be set automatically to
meaningful values providing good results in most cases�

Finally� we have compared the e�ciency of this approach with the level set
method by implementing parametric geodesic snakes� These experiments seem
to conclude that our approach is at least three times as fast as the implicit
implementation� Above all� we believe that the most important advantage of
parametric active contours is their user interactivity�
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